
Charlotte Dawson 
Proposal for an arts space .

I am in the process of organising a space in York from East Street Arts , I am having the meeting on 
Wednesday 22nd march which is  after the deadline of this project but will keep adding to my  blog 
space which  I have added a  link for .

In this project I am  applying for a temporary space in the city of York from East Street Arts  
.Within the space I will facilitate creative projects and events that will help give people ACCESS to 
art  , encourage them to ENGAGE in creativity and to EXPRESS themselves .

The social Benefit- 
The space would allow people to gather together and to create projects and events . For many 
people it is difficult to get engaged into creative practise whilst  living alone or whilst been without 
a creative network also  this seems especially difficult for mature people who are no longer  in 
education and there for don’t  have  access to the  facilities that they feel it takes  to create  
something  . This space would  offer  the benefit of allowing people to engage in  a creative practise 
within in a group thus enhancing the quality of life for some people . A lot of York’s galleries may 
have a sense of elitism where as I aim to create a “sense of community  “  aspace where everyone 
can feel welcome .

Reach-
As the space  is situated within the city centre of York it  increases the chances of been able to reach 
out to more people from different areas of York including the more disadvantaged areas . As there is 
good access to buses and places are within walking distance more people from different areas in 
York tend to shop or walk through the city centre .

Accessibility-
This  central base can be key to giving the general public access to art  as it is in walking distance 
/or a short bus journey from surrounding areas of York.

Quality and Experience –
 A  static space will give me the chance to build a creative experience and to curate projects and 
events  for the general public  . Having access to “ my own” temporary  base will allow me to put  
more  energy and time in without having to travel to a variety of spaces .Also allow me to engage 
with the public through art . With space for the  arts collective I run to meet  up more regularly the 
ideas formulated will be given  more chance   to be worked on  more often  and this will increase 
the quality of  the overall creativity been formed  .A central base can also mean a higher chance of  
people  walking through the door  and engaging with art on some level and this may enhance the 
quality of their lives through such an experience .

Inclusiveness- 
 I run an arts  collective and this  is made up of different types of  people from a variety of  both 
socially and professionally   no one is excluded it is not necessarily about choosing friends to work 
with but actually including any one who wishes to be involved and to get engaged in creativity 
within a collective . The exhibitions I curate  also include people who live out of York  for instance 
Leeds and Whitby , this is to maintain a healthy networking system and not to become so exclusve 
that you exclude people  .  My aim is to  give as many different people  of all ages and social 
circumstances  ACCESS to art  whilst using this space .

Fairness-
Practising  a good and fair way of working within the space will allow me to help nurture the all 



ready growing support network that I have around me in Yorkshire . Keeping consistent in relations 
with the general public and excluding no one from their chance to engage in creativity.

Variety -
Using the contacts  I have  already made in and around York I can offer a wide range of different  
exhibitions and projects  and make the most of the time I have in the space . Also bringing other 
artists from the collective into the decision making process  can allow for a broader range of ideas 
to grow and  this will increase the variety of projects and events .

Long term benefits -
The long term benefits for myself as a practitioner are  really vast . The experience alone will give 
me the confidence and knowledge to forward myself in project management and hopefully to take 
on more space after this one .The Arts  Collective will also benefit  as   this space  will create  hub 
and also create opportunities in the maintenance of the creative projects that happen within the 
space . For some people  who will  have the chance to EXPRESS themselves within the space in 
what ever medium it may be it may be life changing , they may decide to pursuit  a creative career  
and change the direction  of their life  path . Not everyone will change their lives through art but 
even if people express an opinion towards art it is still engaging them on some level which is 
always very interesting  and this will be a chance for the general public to get heard in that way 
.York will have an experience of another creative space within the city adding to the richness and 
the cultural energy of the city .

Sustainability - 
By been consistent and organised  I can sustain a  vibrant creative space . I show this already in my 
curating and project management practise . The organic growth of creative ventures depends on 
good communication skills and a sincere focus on realistic aims all of which I have .

Artistic Development -
By been able to embark on an artistic project/workshop within  a creative space  with other people 
allows us to  learn new skills and  develop ideas for future practises . 

Artist Experience -
We can experience a variety of for-filling and  possibly life changing  situations whilst with  other 
artists within a creative  space . The artists can experience exhibiting there work for the first time in 
a public space for example   and others can experience been part of a vibrant,  creative community .

Innovation -
There are lots of creative people in York and  a succession of  high quality galleries . Each one of 
them is quite different and I know this space will offer more than a gallery to exhibit art work in but 
a place where  established artists can develop their excellence and emerging artists can develop their 
own style in an environment that is rich in creativity . A space  for innovating discussions and 
happenings to take place bringing in the general public at the same time through exhibitions and 
other community based events .

Need -
There is a need for a creative “hub “ in York  where the aim is not just to sell contemporary art  . 
There are already several independent galleries  that are spread out around York and they all offer a 
gallery space for artists . Most of them charge a high rate for artists to exhibit there work and most 
of them only offer the gallery experience no extra workshops or projects  and there is defiantly  no 
where  that you can  get the creative experience as well as feeling part of a creative community   
with artists working in situ .



Commitment - 
Since leaving my Access course just nearly 3 years ago I have been fully committed to my creative 
pursuits been a mature student and working alongside adult learners and seeing how focused and 
willing to learn these people are has given me a certain drive and understanding of the benefit of 
creative spaces  . Getting into Leeds College of Art has allowed me to develop both professionally 
and personally . In summer of 2013 I set up an arts collective and it continues to grow both in the 
number of people and the sheer momentum that it is building up . I am committed to creating 
artistic opportunities for adults of all ages and continue to reach out and build relationships with 
other regional creative organisations such as East Street Arts of Leeds and STRETCH charity and I 
am now in negotiation with York Learning who create classes for adult learners in the poorer parts 
of York . My commitment continues to my studies , commuting to Leeds and filling a  curators 
position in York at a community ran pub( which is one of only three in the country) – I do this  and 
run the arts  collective voluntarily and also other project management endeavours which I take on  
to , as I realise I have to build up my CV/portfolio and also build  skills through   my  work 
experiences . It is an excellent time for me to experiment with creative space as I do not have 
demands from a full time job so I can be fully focused on building my career in project management 
.The great thing about been in a collective is that I have built up trust for people and can be given 
help when required , this has already been proven at the community space I work in currently .

Management -
Managing a full time degree course , commuting to another city  and extra outside creative  projects 
(as stated above) I  am already practising the art of Project Management . I like this practise as I 
enjoy been organised and methodical . My communication skills are strong and I work well with 
people . Running a collective has taught  me to see my strengths and also  other peoples to  and  I 
enjoy to encourage people to use  to their strengths  within an arts  collective.  It  has also helped me 
to manage a team and I would naturally  take the role of a facilitator and  manager  of the space but 
also  whilst been resourceful and respectfully creating opportunities for other  people within the 
collective.

Value for money -
I think that giving  myself the access to    a temporary space will be an incredible investment . 
Using it as an exhibition space will  allow more people to network and get to know who I am and  at 
the same time who East Street Arts  are . The 23 people in the collective will also bring other people 
in thus increasing the footfall which increase s the chance of interest into becoming members of 
East Street Arts and also increases the chance of future projects with other York enterprises 
including York Learning who are presently looking for a better space to work in once a week . I 
think with all the contacts I already have in York that I can potentially create a “place “ that will 
give people ACCESS to art , ENGAGE them with creativity and help them to EXPRESS 
themselves and this can only be positive and beneficial.  

 
The link to my continuously updated blog is below- 

http://charlotte2323observes.wordpress.com/

http://charlotte2323observes.wordpress.com/

